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Abstract 

This paper reveals the contributions of the chief drummer to the 

consolidation of script, storyline, languagesequential arrangement 

of the performance process of Ekine drama. An all-inclusive 

conceptual study of traditional African performance is in a state of 

stagnation because of diverse opinions to the functionality of 

African traditional drama and in a sense it dramatic content. Some 

scholars do not see African traditional drama as being complete in 

its self not having language, script, storyline which is the problem 

this paper has set out to examine. The theoretical framework for 

this examination is Richard Schechner’s Performance Theory. The 

research method is qualitative as it will employ the primary and 

secondary approaches to data collection. From the findings we see 

the chief drummers drum language tones integrates, coordinates, 

initiates, the beginnings, and ending of the performance through 

his drum renditions, and in a sense his drum language tones also 

control and dictate the directorial process as an omniscient director 

in Ekine drama using the Tombiana Egbelegbe festival of the 
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Tombia people in Degema local government area of Rivers State, 

Nigeria to clearly depict this dramatic fact. This paper has 

contributed to knowledge in the sense that it has revealed that 

there is script, language, storyline, dialogue in Ekine drama all 

centrally controlled by the drum tone dictates of the chief 

drummer, which also coordinates, dictates, controls, composition, 

movement, rhythm, picturerization and pantomimic dramatization 

in ekine drama. 

 

Key words:  script, storyline and language 

 

Introduction 

             The script, storyline and language of communication in Ekine 

drama is a communally integrated work, coordinated by the chief 

drummer which also dictates, and controls dramatic composition, 

movement, rhythm, picturerization, and pantomimic dramatization 

which are basic fundamentals of performing theatre, as evident in Ekine 

drama performance. This study will decipher how the chief drummer in 

Kalabari society is instilled by cultural dictates to function as an 

encyclopedia/ text narrator, master communicator, informer, dictator, 

and all-round i.e. omniscient performer director in social and dramatic 

circumstances. The chief drummer in a sense prior to the performance 

also uses the drum language to coordinate the rehearsal process and the 

performance proper as the drummer is ever present calling for rehearsals, 

coordinating the rehearsals and directing affairs in performance. Richard 

Schechner (1973, 9. 5-6), in his article “Drama, script, theatre and 

performance” explaining the role and functionality of performance in 

society opines that   

Altogether to "theatre" and "performance." We know 

nothing of the scripts used by the dancer-shamans of 

the Palaeolithic temple-theatres. I don’t say ‘texts,’ 

which mean written documents.  I say ‘scripts, which 
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mean something that pre- exist any given enactment, 

which act as a blue print for enactment, and which 

persists from enactment to enactment.  

In terms of the use of dramatic dialogue or language in cultural 

performance Turner (1993, p. 68), is of the view in his discourse on the role 

of language narratives in cultural performance that 

 Narrative can be described as a means of making 

sense of our social world, and sharing that ‘sense’ 

with others ... Its universality underlies its 

intrinsic place in human communication ‘of which 

every society has developed its own style over the 

years that are meaningful in their performance 

culture. 

Furthermore Finnegan (1970, p. 467-468) in asserting the 

communicational nature of the drum language of communication in 

African societies south of the Sahara sees it as  

A remarkable phenomenon in parts of west and central 

Africa is the literature played on drums and certain 

other instruments… the instruments themselves are 

regarded as speaking and n their messages consist of 

words. Such communication, unlike that through 

conventional signals, is intended as a linguistic one; it 

can only be fully appreciated by translating it into 

words and any musical effects are purely incidental. 

 Thus the drum language is not intended for musical effects but plays a 

central role in social functions and performance culture of the people and 

serves as the language of communication in theatre performance of 

which it also embodies the language, script/drama of the performance. 

Even in terms of dramatic communication and narration, one’ of the most 

quoted utterances proclaiming the central role of narratives in human 

social performance function in life comes from the French semiologist 
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and literary critic Roland Barthes; ‘who in his analysis of narrative  in 

cultural performance explains that    

The narratives of the world are numberless. 

Narrative is first and foremost a prodigious 

variety of genres, themselves distributed amongst 

different substances – as though any material were 

fit to receive man’s stories. Able to be carried by 

articulated language, spoken or written, fixed or 

moving images, gestures, and the ordered mixture 

of all these substances; narrative is present in 

myth, legend, fable, tale, novella, epic, history, 

tragedy, drama, comedy, mime, painting … 

stained glass windows, cinema, comics, news 

item, conversation… under this almost infinite 

diversity of forms, narrative is present in every 

age, in every place, in every society; it begins with 

the very history of mankind and there nowhere is 

nor has been a people without narrative… is 

international, trans-historical, transcultural: it is 

simply there, like life itself (as cited in 

Czamlawska, 2004).  

This phenomenon of tonal narrative in performance is embedded in the 

drum language lore tones of the chief drummer in Ekine drama which is a 

natural phenomenon in African cultures south of the Sahara. The use of 

the drum language in communication is evident in most African societies 

and every oral culture without an orthographic tradition in the world 

though deciphered in differing forms. “The chief drummer’s function of 

deciphering script, storyline and language of performance cannot be easily 

verifiable as previous studies of Ekine drama have been devoid of detailed 

audio-visual recording of performance presentational modes for onward 

analysis”(Ikiroma-Owiye, 2007).In the absence of a clear audio-visual 

records of such performances for examination, it will be difficult to 
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decipher the role of the chief drummer in ushering script, storyline and 

language in Ekine drama.  This is the lacuna that has been created over 

time coupled with the dearth of studies based on empirical examination of 

the chief drummers communicational functions in African (Ekine) theatre 

which is what this study is set out to fill.  I agree with Barthes opinion, as 

he had seen narrative not confined to only one culture but a relative 

universal phenomenon which can be perceived in the cultural 

performances of all peoples of the world either in written, spoken, 

chanted, danced, masked, or musical drama performance forms. In 

furtherance of this view of the universality the of use of language 

dramatic/ performance culture narratives in the world Turner (1993, p. 67), 

also observes vividly while describing cultural narrative in relation to 

dramatic performance of ‘traditional societies especially in Asia and Africa 

thus  

Some societies may have no equivalent to the 

novel, but all societies tell stories. Story telling can 

take many forms- myths, legends, ballads, folk-

tales, rituals ,dance, histories, novels, jokes, 

drama- and can be seen to have many apparently 

difficult social functions- from entertainment to 

religious construction it seems that story telling is 

part of our cultural experience, inseparable from 

and intrinsic to it. 

This clearly depicts that every culture/society tells stories, stories about 

the past exploits of their ancestors which they narrate to their forebears, 

through a chosen form of narrative; which might have direct dialogue or 

centrally controlled dialogue that is conversant with the culture 

concerned. Which in Ekine dramatic convention comes as masquerade 

performance.  
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Script/Storyline 

These reenactments of masquerade drama contain the great exploits of 

the ancestors which form the script or storyline of the performance. The 

representation of these ancestors or ancestral spirits Nzewiclassifies as 

‘spirit ‘manifests.’ The past exploits of the ancestors in Ekine dramatic 

convention as embedded in drum language lore tones coordinated and 

controlled by the Chief drummer come in the form of metaphors and 

allegories, riddles, jokes etc. thus in representing these notes 

dramatically, the role of the dramatic characters is to pantomimic ally 

respond to the drum language signals of the chief drummer in respect to 

the story behind the play i.e. ferocious warrior, protector of the harem, 

jester, clown, pilferer etc.which are mostly anthropomorphic characters 

bearing human characteristics. 

 
Plate 1 Chief drummer custodian of dramatic script, dialogue and 

language 

 

 Thus the need arises if there is a dramatic culture in Africa south of the 

Sahara, to identify who coordinates, controls, dictates script, storyline or 
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language in these African traditional theatre performance practices. In a 

sense, the orderliness experienced in African traditional theatre 

performances in terms of composition, movement, rhythm, 

picturerization and pantomimic dramatization must be the handiwork of 

some great artist (Ikiroma-Owiye, 2007). Especially as it relates to the 

performance proper when the traditional directors dissemination of the 

script /language of communication comes to fore in   the omniscient 

dictates of the chief drummer in performance; be it in dance, ritual 

festival or dramatic reenactment in traditional African societies.    

The controversies surrounding the misunderstanding/misgivings about 

African traditional performance practices not being drama resonate or 

having scripts or storyline is because historical images of traditional 

African cultures were painted by colonial writers mostly anthropologists 

presenting a non-objective/subjective perception of African performance 

culture. This reflection is also coupled with the paucity of works by 

Africans scholars in the dramatic arts not reflecting the various 

components of African theatre have denied Africans the possibility of 

deciphering the script, storyline and language of the performance or the 

artist who coordinates and centrally controls script a, storyline and 

language. In light of the above there is a need for African scholars to 

present detailed interpretations of the script, storyline and language in 

traditional African theatrical performances for posterity.         
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Plate 2Egbelegbe exploring the arena according to the chief drummers 

dictates sourced from field work 

 

The chief drummer initiates beginning of performance when he plays and 

alters the language and rhythm of the drum beats, by calling the 

masquerade characters one after the other to come and take their turn in 

entertaining and educating the audience. His reflections and renditions 

also affect character composition, movements, rhythms, pace, dramatic 

tempo, picturerization, pantomimic dramatization and overall atmosphere 

of the dramatic environment. A scene can begin in a paced rhythm and 

end in a ferocious dance movement, like experienced in Egbelegbe’s 

movements in performance, and Sibinume’s ending of her season’s 

performance. For Egbelegbe he comes in a frenzy sharpening his sword 

and watching for any perceived enemy, while Sibinume Egbelegbe’s 

mother movements encompasses paced rhythmic whirling and swaying 

dance movement, picking and dropping objects from side to side like a 

windblown palm tree. The chief drummer in asserting his dictatorial 

control of performance sequence tells the masquerader when to be on cue. 

Ushering the tone Se siribinte “the arena is full of spectators” It is your 

turn to come in and perform. It is set for performance to the masquerader 

and the masquerade concerned comes on cue taking the aisle through 
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which he is to come on stage to perform. He then ushers the drum lore 

attributes of the masquerade concerned. All these directions presented in 

the drum language of communication are decipherable to Ekine members 

and enlightened members of the audience mostly elders who are 

conversant with masquerade performance.  

 
Plate 3 Sibinume ending her performance 

But there are also general tones associated with all masquerades used in 

performance; to alert the various masquerades on dramatic happenings 

when he ushers the tone “se siribinte” meaning the arena is full of 

audience waiting to watch you perform. This makes the masquerader to 

be cautious of his environment. The masquerade is called to the aisle 

when the drummer plays the drum tones associated with his dance steps 

he enters the arena. This give and take section between the chief 

drummer the masquerade and the audience leads to the climax of the 

play where the drummer tests the proficiency of the masquerade on the 

drum language.  In inviting Sibinume to the arena the drummer beats the 

tone using the ancestral language of the Tombia people   
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Drummer Drum Language English equivalent 

 Okolobanaperekule 

Amabaratuoku 

Erebarayetuoku 

Okoloba chief by the right hand 

a child 

by the left hand a child 

 Adugonapadugo I have said it and I will say it 

again 

 Amabara, amabara, 

amabarafini 

Dance to the right to the right 

and drop 

 

 Erebaraerebaraerebarafini Look to the left 

 Amabaradigi look to the right 

 

 Akitikramanikalamani 

 

 

 Okolobanaperekulegbrogbrob

o 

meaning okoloba chief  

 

 Gbrogbroboamabaraabanagof

ini 

chief drop your right staff 

 Gbrogbroboerebaraebenagofi

ni 

drop your left staff 

 

 meaning  Se siribinte the arena is full of spectators 

 Kakitikimkakitikimkakitikim move according to rhythm 

gracefully 

 Okolobanaperekuleangasiea come to the centre time to 

paddle home 

 Ningininginangananganang

aNingininginangananganan

gaOkolobanaperekuleabona

gafiniNingininginanganang

ananga 

go down to the rhythm,   

anchor the dance paddle home 

the dance has come to an end 

for this season.  

Figure 3 Script/ dialogue Sibinume ending her performance 
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In masquerade performance the chief drummer uses the drum language 

to  approve, control, and coordinate all presentational elements of a 

production. This process of interpreting and coordination of all 

performance indices in Ekine theatre is the function of the chief drummer 

for the script is embedded in the drum language of communication of 

which he is the sole custodian in terms of performance. Thus a critical 

appraisal of his contributions to a performance processes is classified by 

contemporary African scholars in the global world as the remaking, and 

the redefinition of the African mind set in  documentation of 

performance creativity. In these terms the African scholar’s cultural 

reinvention practices, results to a crisis in the modern world, as 

domineering concept developed by western scholars see it as a source of 

challenge.  

 

The drum language in masquerade performance 

The chief drummer in performing his communicational functions with 

the performers uses the drum language in many ways in Ekine drama: if 

inviting a performer on stage he must adhere to the storyline ushered by 

the drummers tones as basic component tones represents various 

meanings for the masquerades; The drummer also in interpreting the 

script addresses the audience directly through the traditional world view 

of the people. This is done by drum language central communicational 

role in controlling all aspects of performance sequentially. The Chief 

drummer in Ekine performance addresses the dramatic characters and 

audience directly by telling them what to do how to do it, when to do it, 

when to respond to the dramatic situation in terms of ululations, chants, 

movement, rhythm, pace, tempo and verbalizations. As a result the 

audience recognizes, understands, and identifies with the participants in 

the dramatic experience unfolded before them by the performers This 

phenomenon Nketia (1981) likens to the sum beats in the drum language 

of communication: “In the drum system of communication, the sum beat 

corresponds to a syllable “Sequences of syllables, of different durations, 
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therefore, give rise to similar differentiations, and in … sequences of 

drum beats” (p. 28).   Thus basic component names and actions 

associated with a particular masquerade are decoded in the rhythmic 

renditions of the drummer at which point the drummer in directing a 

masquerade warns the masquerader in the drum language to expect the 

unexpected.  He cautions the masquerades in a performance when it 

comes to their turn to perform; (Owu bio biobere) meaning:  Be warned 

you are in for serious business, in the drum language at which point, the 

masquerader becomes cautious and responds creatively according to his 

proficiency and mastery of the drum language and its related movements 

and points towards his father’s compound, but in the course of the 

performance he is always warned by the tone “ngeikonte”    one more 

thing remaining.  This is because in Ekine performance there is always an 

unfinished business. Of which Failure to respond correctly might lead to 

de-masking of the masquerader (Tasie 2012). 

       Thus in a masquerade performance the masquerades response to the 

drummer’s notes would signify the extent of his knowledge of the drum 

language. This might be in the form of dancing towards a direction, 

dancing and bending down to drop, or pick an object, wriggling the 

waist while dancing, as exhibited clearly in Sibinume’s performance with 

her maidens and dancing away from, pointing to, or Sibinangolo’s 

chasing of the unruly crowd to keep them in order or Egbelegbe’s 

frenzied movements searching for enemies in the arena. In the course of a 

performance each move the masquerade makes is initiated by the 

drummer’s tones and the tones are different for each masquerade 

because each masquerade is having its own peculiar instructions ushered 

by the drummer to guide his dance steps. But the end of the performance 

the masquerader has to show his proficiency of the drum language. Thus 

the masquerade performer is tested to know if he truly understands the 

context of the dance as at which point attention is focused on the 

particular masquerade by the audience who are there to be entertained 

and instructed on the embodiments of culture. 
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Plate 4 Sibinangolo shifts his attention to where the crowd is noisy 

while Egbelegbe is performing, slight level of character interaction  

 

The phenomenal drumming of the drummer also elicits the spectator’s 

responses, shouts, chorusing which heightens the tempo and mood of the 

performance, thus influencing the performer in a way that is alien to 

western drama.  This phenomenon Scott (2003) depicts traditional 

African drama reliance on the integrated concept of dramatic art utilizing 

all available verbal, tonal and non-tonal forms of communication for a 

total experience in theatrical presentation. The coordination and 

harmonious blending of all these artistic  

 

Drummer  Drum language  English equivalent 

 Brepelebrepelebrepele 

 

Stop trouble stop trouble 

stop trouble  

 MangimangikroMangimangikr

oMangimangikro 

Run run around run run 

around 

 Opuokrikaomongiase 

 

Okrikaabid nation 

 Opuogolomaomongiase Ogoloma big nation 
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 Brepelebrepelebrepele 

 

Stop trouble stop trouble 

stop trouble 

 MangimangikroMangimangi

kroMangimangikro 

 

Run run around, run run 

around 

 Orobeteinaoduga, I nafom I have told you pursue 

and flog them the unruly 

audience 

 

 Mangimangikro, 

mangimangikro 

Run run around, run run 

around 

Figure 4 Drummer dictating the script to Sibinangolo 

 

elements in the course of the performance relies on the chief drummers 

rendition of the script, which is a complete ensemble picture of each 

scene as it comes up. The reactions of the dancers and the audience is 

determined by the varying tone modification  and rhythm ushered by the 

chief drummer this he does through calls and signals to control, 

compose, alert, create mood, tempo, rhythm, coordinate cues, scene 

changes  and alters the overall atmosphere of the audience performer 

relationships.  
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Plate 51NnamdiKinika Abbey inviting Egbelegbe/ EkineMemebrs 

chanting!!! 

 

Chorus of 

ekine 

members  

Chants  English equivalent  

 Yanamaa..heihei Ya meat eee..heihei 

 Egbelegbeeee… heihei Egbelegbeeee! Heihei 

 Obirieee! Heihei Goat eee! Heihei 

 Oborieee! Heihei 

Asambelebeleowu be pain 

boipiriyeeeeeeeee! Owueee! 

Owueee! Kpuwoooooo…!   

Goat eeheihei 

Usher out the  

masquerade to us 

kpuwoooooo….!  

Figure 5 the drummer communication with ekine members 

 

The drum language as in all traditional African societies is central in terms 

of communication  

and information dissemination in masquerade performance and in social 

functions. 
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Plate 6Chief drummer Tombiana Ekine intitiating the final moves for 

this year’s Egbelegbe festival 

 

Drummer  Drum tone  Equivalent in engllish 

 Bra brakasakrama Contention self 

sufficiency 

 Bra brakasakrama Contention  self 

sufficiency  

 Obirimangiakasakrama To dog craves for self 

sufficiency 

 Oborimangiakasakrama The goat craves for 

self sufficiency 

 Biojubiojukasakrama Internally cravings is 

for self sufficiency 
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Figure 6 

Findings:  From the findings in this paper we have seen that the drum 

language of communication contains the script, storyline, dialogue and 

language of dramatic interaction in masquerade performance. And 

cultural dictates has imbued the chief drummer as custodian of the drum 

language in performance and communal communicational purposes. 

Thus there is script, storyline, dialogue, language in masquerade 

performance all embedded in the drum lore tones ushered by the chief 

drummer in Ekine masquerade performance as evidenced in Tombiana 

Egbelegbe festival drama. 

 

 Conclusion: Some scholars had held on to the opinion that African 

traditional theatre is not complete in itself as a dramatic culture but seen 

as having dramatic elements in them. This notion was held onto because 

of misunderstanding the people’s dramatic context not until 

Schechner(1977) came up with his Performance Theoryseeing drama as 

culturally relative, all societies having a performance culture which is 

complete in itself; having place, actors, audience, script, storyline, 

dialogue and language of presentation. Thus for one to understand the 

performance of a people you must understand their presentational mode 

and performance context. So it will be difficult to see a single artist 

controlling, dictating movement, scene changes, entrances and exits of 

dramatic characters from his drum renditions which is what is obtainable 

in Ekine masquerade performance as exemplified in Tombiana Egbelegbe 

festival drama. 
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